
Featuring 

the aRV 
team!

What does HIV do in the body?

What is ARV medicine?

What are the different kinds of ARVs?

... And many more questions answered! 

HIV
101



This is an average human body.
And this is the body of 

someone with HIV.

 

They are almost identical, until you 
look closely...

 

... Really, really closely...



the body is full of things called cells....

that f ight viruses, like the f lu or HIV.

T-cells are good cells that work inside the body. 

They protect people from viruses, catching them and making 

sure that they don’t turn into illness like cold or f lu.

T-cells are usually good at catching viruses

But HIV is different...



Go away

I said go-

 HIV latches on to t-cells, 

slowing them down and 

preventing them from doing 

their job of protecting us.

 Luckily, T-cells can get some 

outside help...

omg
seriously



m
y hero

 interceptor swoops in, blasting HIV and T-cells apart, so the T-cells are free to circle the 

body without being burdened by HIV. But he isn’t the only member of the ARV team...

“From medicinal superheroes, like Interceptor!”



* Different 

HIV medicines 

work better 

for different 

people! 

 HIV medicine comes in 5 different types, each one a 
member of the ARV team.

Hammerhead
Real name: 

Protease inhibitor (PI)

Destroys HIV so it

can’t make copies of

itself
Interceptor
Real name: 

entry inhibitor (EI)

Prevents HIV 

from attaching 

to t-cells

The Doc
Real name: 

integrase inhibitor (INSTI)

Stops HIV from taking

control of T-cells

Nukes
Real name: 
nucleoside reverse
transcriptase
inhibitors (NRTI)

Stop HIV from making

copies of itself

non-Nukes
Real name: 
non-nucleoside reverse
transcriptase
inhibitors (NnRTI)

&

Meet the AntiRetroViral (ARV) Team  (ANn-TIe-REh-tRO-VIe-RuLl)



 
Hammerhead stops hiv from making copies of itself.

 Interceptor stops HIV from attaching itself 

to T-cells and other helper cells.



The Doc swoops in with her protective 

superpowers to keep HIV from taking 

over the T-cell.





  but nukes && non 

nukes stop HIV 

from copying 

itself.

  Sometimes 

nukes & non 

nukes work 

together, and 

sometimes 

they work 

separately.

HIV takes over t-cells so it 

can have the energy to copy itself.



 The ARV team starts 

working When someone 

takes their HIV 

medicine.

 Different types of pills can 

contain different ARV team 

members. 

 Everyone is different, so people with HIV don’t all take the same medicine.



The ArV medicines work as a team, removing or 

weakening hiv all over the body, and treating 

T-cells to keep them strong.

with the HIV virus weakened...



 The ARV Team can help 

keep lots of t-cells 

in the body...

And very little 

HIV virus!

... t-cells can go back to what they do best: removing viruses from the body!
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